
Engineering Day 1  

 

In an effort to become mechanical engineers we need to look at how some very 

common mechanical devices work.  I am asking you to watch this old video 

because it is a very basic look at a rear differential.  Differentials are still used 

today and are more reliable and efficient, but this video shows how they started 

and developed.  It also looks at some of the engineering problems that arise in the 

development of new technology.  I am using this video as an example of what you 

will be doing later in the week.  I will want you to take apart a “clicky” pen and 

explain how it works as well as create drawings either by hand or by logging on to 

the VDI and using inventor.  So be thinking about how you might explain the pen 

how it goes in and how it stays out with each “Click”.  The Pen is for a later date.  

Today just watch this video and answer the questions.    

A differential allows wheels to turn at different rates as you go around a turn.  

Before you watch this video answer these 2 questions on a piece of paper: 

1) What happens if you have wheels locked together on an axel as you go 

around a turn?   

 

2) Take a cylinder (a glue stick or pencil, anything cylindrical)  and roll it in a 

circle.  What happened?   

   

Then Watch this Video on differentials:  https://youtu.be/yYAw79386WI  

 

The first 2 minutes is a little goofy, but it is also kind of fun to watch and see what passed as 

entertainment in 1937.   

 

Once you finish the video email me a picture of the first two questions and the answers to the 

following: 

1) What is the problem with an axel with two wheels fixed to the axel?   

 

https://youtu.be/yYAw79386WI


2) Why not have one drive wheel?   

 

3) Why would you need more than 8 teeth on the differential? Or asking the same 

question in another way what advantage does having more teeth on the differential give 

you?   

 

4) Why does the drive shaft connect to the rear axle at the bottom through the 

differential?   

 

 

5) Why do you think Trucks are able to have a higher ground clearance?   

 

 


